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Abstract

In this paper new approaches for BPM (Beam Position
Monitor) measurements are described, which are needed
in hadron accelerators with strongly varying beam param-
eters, such as intensity, accelerating frequency and bunch
length. After the data collection and offline evaluation
in 2005, first FPGA implementations of algorithms were
completed in 2006 and tested at SIS18 and CERN PS. Main
aspect of the first tests was the proof of concept in terms of
online calculation feasibility. This includes online calcula-
tion of the needed integration windows as well as the base-
line restoration algorithms. The realization of the hardware
and the data handling are discussed. Least squares tech-
niques were used for parametric fitting to gain bunch signal
properties which can be used to monitor beam position.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

In most accelerators the exact position determination is
crucial information for operation. At the SIS18 the de-
sired resolution is 0.1mm. Compared to most accelera-
tors [1, 2], the SIS18 has some peculiarities a BPM system
needs to address, like the large frequency span of the RF
from 850kHz to 5Mhz, the high signal dynamic, the injec-
tion of unbunched beams as well as the bunch length short-
ening of over one order of magnitude from some hundreds
of ns down to 25ns FWHM [3, 4]. Therefore, novel tech-
niques for beam position calculation which can manage all
mentioned difficulties, have to be introduced. The demand
of online position calculation introduces an extra challenge.
The data is collected by an 125MSa/s-14bit-ADC [5] which
is fast enough to overbear the alias boundary, considering
the bandwidth of the pick-up units of 50MHz.

INTEGRATION WINDOWS

For the first online tests the algorithm as described in
[3] was used. This method implements a filtering scheme
which detects the flat regions between two successive
bunches. It also includes a short averaging filter to keep
the noise reduction algorithm simple in implementation. A
length of five taps for the filter proved to be sufficient in
most cases. The chosen median filter is easier to imple-
ment compared to a moving averaging filter, since it only
requires relational operators to be evaluated.

∗We acknowledge the support of the European Community-Research
Infrastructure Action under the FP6 ”Structuring the European Research
Area” programme (DIRACsecondary-Beams, contract number 515873).

BASE LINE RESTORING

The method for removing the baseline (BLR) is ad-
dressed in [3]. It takes advantage of the known accelera-
tion frequency as well as of the calculated integration win-
dows. With that, two copies of the inverted original signal
are used, each shifted by + or − fRF /2. The stepwise
mean of the those signals is added to the original signal,
while the signal outside the previously calculated integra-
tion windows is neglected.

FPGA IMPLEMANTATION DETAILS

Using the stated median filter instead of a time aver-
aging filter reduces the latency of calculation and the data
overhead inside the FPGA. The median algorithm can be
implemented as a parallel working network of comparators
and multiplexors, which allows a latency of one clock after
the last value arrives. In contrary to that an averaging filter
would need one clock cycle for the addition of the last value
as well as several clock cycles to produce the needed final
division. After the input is flattened using the median filter,
the comparison to determine bunch regions is done using
parallel working shift registers, which again are optimised
for latency minimisation.

The baseline restoration algorithm introduces a delay of
half a RF period. The maximal delay is therefore defined
by the largest bunch revolution time and is about 1.2μs.
For the calculation of the relation between Σ and Δ used
in the calculation of the position a pipeline divider is used.
The delay introduced by this element depends on the bit
width one uses, in this case approximately 0.4μs, leading
to a maximum delay for the position calculation of about
1.6μs.

CENTRAL DATA TREATMENT

The delay with which the individual bunch position
reaches our central computer is variable. It heavily depends
on the packet size one chooses for the ethernet frames, and
therefore the number of data that can be sent inside it. It
also depends on the used network protocol. These last two
points are evaluated at the moment.

Position data of all 12 electronic boxes will be stored
in a central point. This central computer has to manage a
datastream of about 7MB/s per plane and PU at the maxi-
mum RF of about 5MHz. The total gross data will be about
170MB/s. This data has to be positioned correctly in real
time and has to be stored. The used hardware for posi-
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tion calculation also provides several fast IOs, which can be
used as Gigabit Ethernet Ports, to send the data to a central
data storage device with the needed speed. Therefore, the
system is going to be a server PC, which will build a dedi-
cated Local Area Network (LAN) with the 12 Beam Posi-
tion Processors and a Gigabit Ethernet Switch as junction.
The acquired data can then be sent unidirectional from each
PU to the server. Programming and controlling of the Beam
Position Processors and data retrieving from the server can
then be done over the normal Ethernet network.

FIRST TESTS AT CERN PS AND GSI SIS18
Tests where carried out at the GSI SIS18 in December

2006 using the algorithms in [3]. In parallel to those an
implementation with the approach from [6, 7] was running.
Both methods revealed problems when the signal strength
is very low and the noise floor is relatively high. The ap-
proach from [6, 7] failed to syncronise due to the low sig-
nal strength, so position data could only be acquired using
the GSI approach. The measurements implementing the
GSI technique showed a standard deviation of the bunch-
by-bunch position of about 0.23mm.
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Figure 1: Top curve: complete signal recorder, bottom
curve: zoom with sum (blue), difference (red) and window
(black) signals

In Figure 1 top curve the complete recording with fluc-
tuations of the peak in the sum signal can be seen. In the
bottom curve a zoom into that data with the correspond-
ing difference and the generated gating window – before
the BLR – is depictured. In Figure 2 the same signal is
shown after the BLR. The first two bunches are cropped
due to the initialisation of the BLR algorithm. Figure 3
shows the calculated position of each bunch on h = 4 over
a span of 2000 turns. The corresponding standard devia-
tion of the position on a bunch-by-bunch basis is as stated
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Figure 2: Sum (blue), difference (red) and gating window
(black) signals after BLR
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Figure 3: Bunch position on bunch-by-bunch basis on h=4

before about 0.22mm.
Online tests carried out at the CERN PS using both im-

plementations showed interesting results. While the CERN
approach worked faultless, the GSI algorithm performed
well in regions with good bunch spacing; a few errors oc-
curring in regions where bunch splitting takes place. Nev-
ertheless this error can be resolved if timing signals indi-
cating a change of the harmonic are provided. The imple-
mented BLR algorithm was not ideally set up for the kind
of baseline the PS produces, resulting in a poorly restored
signal. The integration window construction worked well
except for some initialization faults on the first acquired
bunch. This was corrected later off-line. The standard devi-
ation of the acquired bunch-by-bunch position data of both
approaches was about 0.27mm.

LEAST SQUARES APPROACH

Expressing the physical properties of the PU signal by a
mathematical model and fitting the acquired data to it, can
give new approaches for removing the baseline and create
the integration windows.
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Parametric Modeling
The following nonlinear equation was used to model the

four bunches which are instantaneously inside the acceler-
ation ring:

f(n) =
4∑

k=1

(ake
− (n−tk)2

σ2
k + yk(n)) + e(n). (1)

yk(n) = bkn + rk. (2)

In Equation 2 bk is the slope of the baseline, rk is the con-
stant part of the displacement, e(n) in Equation 1 is the
noise term. The parameter vector θk = [ak bk σk tk rk]T

is introduced, where ak is the amplitude of the Gauss curve,
σk its width and tk its displacement inside the observation
window.

Nonlinear Least Squares
The fitting parameters for a set of about 9000 consecu-

tive bunches from a real data set recorded at SIS18 where
calculated. Most of the results needed less than 13 itera-
tions to provide stable results. In Figure 4 bottom curve the
residuals of the fitting can be seen.
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Figure 4: Top curve: original data (dots), fitted data (line),
bottom curve: residuals

Results using fitted data
The position calculated from the real data recorded can

be seen in Figure 5(a). Comparing the results from real
and fitted data as seen in Figure5(a) and (b), gives a mea-
sure for the quality of the used model. The difference of
both curves, plotted in 5(c), reveals that the inserted error
is in the order of 10−5mm with an approximately Gaussian
distribution [8].

The implementation of nonlinear least squares (NLS)
techniques on a FPGA is difficult, methods minimising the
computational cost have to be considered. There are tech-
niques solving the NLS techniques using iterative, minimal
cost methods such as the Newton-Raphson (NR) technique.
This method uses the previous estimate of θ as well as the
Jacobian and the Hessian of the function minimising the
NLS error criterion, to calculate the actual θ.
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Figure 5: Calculated positions from real (a) and fitted (b)
data for the second bunch on turn-by-turn basis, Δ from (a)
and (b) in (c)

CONCLUSION
The first online tests using the methods introduced in

[3] where successful on both the SIS18 and the CERN PS.
The difficulties introduced by bunch gymnastics and vary-
ing baselines, can be solved using different approaches and
have to be looked into more thoroughly.

The approach implementing the NLS can be used to re-
move the baseline part of the signal and allow for faster
techniques for the integration window generation. More re-
sults on that topic are addressed in [8]. The computational
complexity can be deducted from the number of multipli-
cations and additions needed in the above update equation.
The Hessian and Jacobian matrices have to be calculated
at each iteration, nevertheless they are sparse and contain
many double entries, reducing the computational cost.
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